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Abstract: Mathematica’s NDSolve command includes a general solver for partial differen-
tial equations based on the method of lines. Starting from a symbolic expression for the
PDE a symbolic general representation of the spatial discretization is constructed which is
finalized once the differencing scheme and spatial discretization is determined. The result-
ing system of ODEs or DAEs is integrated using one of the several methods available in the
NDSolve framework. This paper will address how the symbolic representation of the sys-
tem combines with the rest of the Mathematica system to allow flexibility in discretization
schemes while ultimately providing efficient evaluation and integration.
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1 Introduction

One of the many strengths of combined symbolic and numerical capabilities is that it is often
possible to specify problems in a form that looks very much like what one might see in a textbook.
For a simple example, consider Burgers’ equation

ut = νuxx − uux (1)

with boundary and initial conditions

u(0, x) = e−25(2x−1)2

, u(t, 0) = sin(2πt), ux(t, 1) = 0 (2)

In Mathematica [21], the equations can be specified for input using a traditional form

eq = {∂u(t,x)
∂t = ν ∂

2u(t,x)
∂x ∂x − u(t, x)∂u(t,x)

∂x ,eq = {∂u(t,x)
∂t = ν ∂

2u(t,x)
∂x ∂x − u(t, x)∂u(t,x)

∂x ,eq = {∂u(t,x)
∂t = ν ∂

2u(t,x)
∂x ∂x − u(t, x)∂u(t,x)

∂x ,

u(0, x) = e−25(2x−1)2

, u(t, 0) = sin(2πt), ∂u(t,x)
∂x /.x→ 1 = 0};u(0, x) = e−25(2x−1)2

, u(t, 0) = sin(2πt), ∂u(t,x)
∂x /.x→ 1 = 0};u(0, x) = e−25(2x−1)2

, u(t, 0) = sin(2πt), ∂u(t,x)
∂x /.x→ 1 = 0};
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44 R. Knapp

and solved for a particular value of ν using the NDSolve command [23] as follows.

sol = Block[{ν = 0.01},NDSolve[eq, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x, 0, 1}]]sol = Block[{ν = 0.01},NDSolve[eq, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x, 0, 1}]]sol = Block[{ν = 0.01},NDSolve[eq, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x, 0, 1}]]

and the output is returned as

{{u→ InterpolatingFunction[{{0., 1.}, {0., 1.}}, <>]}}

The solution returned is a function that uses interpolation to get values between spatial grid points
and time steps as needed, allowing direct use with Mathematica’s adaptive visualization functions.
A surface plot of the solution can be obtained as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Surface plot of the solution to (1) with boundary conditions (2) generated by
the command Plot3D[First[u[t, x]/.sol], {x, 0, 1}, {t, 0, 1},AxesLabel→ {x, t, u},Mesh→ {111, 0}]Plot3D[First[u[t, x]/.sol], {x, 0, 1}, {t, 0, 1},AxesLabel→ {x, t, u},Mesh→ {111, 0}]Plot3D[First[u[t, x]/.sol], {x, 0, 1}, {t, 0, 1},AxesLabel→ {x, t, u},Mesh→ {111, 0}].
The mesh lines shown on the surface are the time solutions of each of the spatial components.

One goal of the framework is to automatically provide a reasonable solution for a given PDE, issuing
warning messages when there may be potential difficulties. Another goal is to provide options for a
knowledgeable user that give detailed control over the discretization and time integration process;
these options are described in detail in the Mathematica documentation for differential equation
solvers [10]. These goals are achieved by the process that begins with a symbolic expression for
the PDE and ends with a solution as an InterpolatingFunction object, where algorithmic choices
at each step are made either from specific option settings or an automatic algorithm selection.

It should be noted that method of lines packages have been developed in several different languages
and problem solving environments, such as Fortran, C, C++, Java, Maple, and Matlab [11, 18, 19].
Most of the numerical techniques described have been reported in previous work, but the framework
in Mathematica has some unique aspects for which the symbolic capabilities of Mathematica are
particularly well suited.
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A method of lines framework in Mathematica 45

This paper will focus primarily on aspects of obtaining a system of ODEs from the symbolic
form of a PDE or system of PDEs, including identification of variables, grid selection, handling
of boundary conditions, and constructing an efficient right hand side or residual function. Several
examples will be given that demonstrate the flexibility made possible by the functionality available
in Mathematica.

2 Symbolic Processing of the PDE

The NDSolve command contains an equation processor that handles compiling a system of equa-
tions into either a right hand side when the derivatives have explicit solutions or a residual function
for DAE systems. The compilation process is designed to be efficient even for large systems of
equations and automatically introduces optimizations such as common subexpression elimination.
PDEs are handled by the same processing code supplemented by some extra steps to handle the
discretization.
When evaluated in Mathematica, the input eqeqeq for the equation specified above evaluates to

{Derivative[1, 0][u][t, x] ==

-(u[t, x]*Derivative[0, 1][u][t, x]) + \[Nu]*Derivative[0, 2][u][t, x],

u[0, x] == Exp[-25*(2*x-1)],

u[t, 0] == Sin[2*Pi*t],

Derivative[0, 1][u][t, 1] == 0}

where Derivative represents the derivative operator.
From this structure it is an easy matter to separate the differential equation from boundary and
initial conditions. Unless the independent variable that is to be considered temporal and integrated
with the time stepping methods is specified explicitly, the conditions are analyzed to determine
which could be initial conditions. In this example, only the condition u(0, x) = e−25(2x−1)2

is an
initial condition since the other two conditions appear at opposite ends of the domain and thus t
is determined to be the temporal independent variable.
Once the determination of the temporal variable has been made, each unique spatial derivative
is replaced with a unique symbol with an efficient lookup table associating each of these symbols
with the derivative it represents. Under this change, for example, Burgers’ equation becomes,

u$31 == -(u*u$32) + 0.01*u$33 (3)

where u$31, u$32, and u$33 represent ut(t, x), ux(t, x), and uxx(t, x) respectively. The u$i symbols
are generated automatically to be unique within a particular Mathematica session.
The symbolic representation of the PDE can also be considered as a representation of a (larger)
system of ODEs or DAEs. If the time derivatives have order greater than one, additional symbols
and equations are introduced to reduce the temporal derivative order to one. From this repre-
sentation it is easy to form a right hand side function for an ODE solver or construct a residual
function for a DAE solver in symbolic terms. For Burgers’ equation, the right hand side would just
be -(u*u$32) + 0.01*u$33 and a residual function would be u$31 + (u*u$32) - 0.01*u$33.
The symbolic representation of the system allows for quite a bit of flexibility, since any discretization
that will reasonably represent the spatial derivatives can be used to define the system of equations.
Another important point is the structure that the symbolic form gives: ultimately the symbols will
be effectively vector valued, with a component for each spatial grid point, so the resulting system
of ODEs can be thought of as a vector equation. It is well known that in interpreted problem
solving environments it is typically faster to evaluate expressions involving elementwise arithmetic
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46 R. Knapp

and elementary function evaluation in terms of vector arguments rather than using explicit loops to
iterate over the elements, and Mathematica is certainly no exception to this. Therefore obtaining
a vector form for the discretization provides a significant optimization for the evaluation of the
right hand side or residual function for the ODE or DAE solvers.

3 Discretization with Finite Differences

In principle, the spatial discretization could be done using any appropriate method, but currently
the only one implemented in released versions of Mathematica is finite differences on tensor
product grids. Finite differences have been implemented through a data object that allows efficient
evaluation of finite differences over an entire grid given a vector representing the function values
on that grid.
For example, suppose you have values of the sine function on a grid with uniform spacing between
0 and 2π.

grid = (2.π/20)Range[0, 20];grid = (2.π/20)Range[0, 20];grid = (2.π/20)Range[0, 20];
values = Sin[grid];values = Sin[grid];values = Sin[grid];

Then, constructing a FiniteDifferenceDerivative object on the grid for the first derivative returns
a function that optimizes finite difference approximation.

fder = NDSolvèFiniteDifferenceDerivative[Derivative[1], grid]fder = NDSolvèFiniteDifferenceDerivative[Derivative[1], grid]fder = NDSolvèFiniteDifferenceDerivative[Derivative[1], grid]

NDSolvèFiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction[Derivative[1], <>]

The function can be applied to the vector of values to get the vector of derivative values as shown
in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Plot of the function values (circles) and first derivative ap-
proximations (squares) at the grid points generated by the command
ListPlot[{values, fder[values]},DataRange→ {0, 2π},PlotMarkers→ Automatic]ListPlot[{values, fder[values]},DataRange→ {0, 2π},PlotMarkers→ Automatic]ListPlot[{values, fder[values]},DataRange→ {0, 2π},PlotMarkers→ Automatic].

When the data object is constructed for a particular derivative and grid, finite difference weights are
computed using the fast and accurate weight computation algorithm of Fornberg [3, 5] and formed
into a (sparse) differentiation matrix that the data object stores. The weight generation algorithm
makes it easy to support uniform or non-uniform grids along with an arbitrary approximation
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order of finite difference. The approximation order can be specified by an option. The default of
4th order differences was chosen because for a large class of functions you can use far fewer spatial
points and still get a better approximation than with second order differences, but going to higher
order can increase both roundoff error and implicit solving complexity without as much decrease
in the number of spatial points [9].
Boundaries are handled by one-sided derivative approximations. An easy way to see the formulas
that are being used is to give symbolic function values. For example, on a uniform grid with
spacing h = 1 you can obtain

MatrixForm[MatrixForm[MatrixForm[
Thread [Table [u′i, {i, 0, 4}] ==Thread [Table [u′i, {i, 0, 4}] ==Thread [Table [u′i, {i, 0, 4}] ==
NDSolvèFiniteDifferenceDerivative[Derivative[1],Range[0, 4]][Table [ui, {i, 0, 4}]]]]NDSolvèFiniteDifferenceDerivative[Derivative[1],Range[0, 4]][Table [ui, {i, 0, 4}]]]]NDSolvèFiniteDifferenceDerivative[Derivative[1],Range[0, 4]][Table [ui, {i, 0, 4}]]]]




(u′)0 == − 25u0

12 + 4u1 − 3u2 + 4u3

3 − u4

4

(u′)1 == −u0

4 − 5u1

6 + 3u2

2 − u3

2 + u4

12

(u′)2 == u0

12 − 2u1

3 + 2u3

3 − u4

12

(u′)3 == −u0

12 + u1

2 − 3u2

2 + 5u3

6 + u4

4

(u′)4 == u0

4 − 4u1

3 + 3u2 − 4u3 + 25u4

12




It is also possible to specify periodic boundary conditions through an option. In the PDE specifi-
cation, a condition such as u (t, xl) = u (t, xr) where xl and xr are the left and right edges of the
domain is recognized automatically as implying periodic boundary conditions.
An alternative approach to having a data object for handling approximate differentiation on the
grid would be to simply return the sparse differentiation matrix. While this seems simpler, it allows
much less flexibility. The limiting case for the order of finite differences, or so-called pseudospec-
tral approximations are more accurately and much more efficiently computed using fast Fourier
transforms than by doing matrix vector multiplication [2, 4, 15]. Pseudospectral approximations
can be very accurate and often require far fewer grid points to achieve the same accuracy as lower
order schemes. A comparison of the error for finite difference and a periodic pseudospectral ap-
proximation is shown in figure 3. The FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction data object supports
pseudospectral approximations on grids with spacing corresponding to the Chebyshev nodes or
uniform grids with periodic boundary conditions. The data object provides modularity for adding
alternative ways of obtaining the derivative approximation in the future, such as those used in
essentially non-oscillatory discretization schemes [6, 12].
If a finite difference data object is constructed for each spatial derivative required on a particular
grid, then a right hand side or residual function is very easily constructed from the symbolic
representation (3) of the PDE by applying transformation rules that replace each of the symbols
representing spatial derivatives with the appropriate data object. Since the construction of the
data object is automatic for a given grid, this can be abstracted a level further by replacing the
data object with its constructor to obtain a right hand side or residual that depends on the grid
as well. This is very useful in the process of grid selection.
Part of the discretization process is to form a spatial error estimate function for the derivatives
in the right hand side or residual function. For a uniform grid with spacing h, the error estimate
comes from Richardson extrapolation between the values on the grid, y(1), and on a coarser grid

with spacing 2h, y(2), giving an estimate for the error on the finer grid of
‖y(1)−y(2)‖

(2m−1) where

m is the approximation order. The norm ‖.‖ is computed by a tolerance scaled norm, ‖y‖ =
1

n(1/p)

∥∥∥
(

yi
10−a+10−rsi

)
, i = 1..n

∥∥∥ p where ‖.‖p denotes the usual vector p− norm, n is the number

of grid points, a is the absolute tolerance, and r is the relative tolerance (specified to NDSolve via
the AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal options, respectively, both defaulting to 4 corresponding to
tolerances of 10−4). Typically, when evaluating

∥∥y(1) − y(2)
∥∥ the relative tolerance scaling vector
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Figure 3: The error in computing the derivative of the Gaussian e−(10x)2

at each of the grid points
for a uniform grid with spacing 0.01 on [-1,1] with periodic boundary conditions for approximation
order 2, 4, 6, 8, and pseudospectral, shown in that order with lighter to darker shades. It is typical
that the error for the pseudospectral approximation is nearly uniform since it is nonlocal; the
approximation at any grid point involves contributions from all the grid points.

s will be y(1). These norms are very useful for determining whether error estimates satisfy given
tolerances since an error e meets tolerances if ‖e‖ ≤ 1. The same types of norms are often used
in ODE or DAE solvers and are the ones used in the solvers built into Mathematica. For the
spatial error estimate, the norm is evaluated only on the points in the coarser grid. If the PDE
is nonlinear in terms of the spatial derivatives, e.g. terms like uxuxx, a linearization of the PDE
with respect to these derivatives can be done using symbolic differentiation so that the Richardson
extrapolation formula can still be used.
If the grid has not been specified explicitly, the error estimate function is used to determine a grid
spacing such that the tolerances are satisfied for the initial condition, starting from a coarse grid
with a minimal number of points, n0, and iterating nk+1 =

⌈
αnk ‖enk‖ (1/m)

⌉
, where ‖enk‖ is the

error estimate for the grid with nk points and α > 1 is a safety factor, until ‖enk‖ ≤ 1. Typically
only one iteration is required to find an adequate grid. For more than one spatial dimension, this
procedure is done for each spatial dimension, then redone in reverse order to ensure no features
were missed. This scheme is by no means foolproof, especially since it is not at all uncommon for
the solutions to form features or fronts of increasing complexity or steepness as the solution evolves.
It would be excessively expensive to use the estimate at every time step, so the estimate function is
applied when the time integrator is stopped, and if the tolerances are not met, a warning message
will be issued. For example, if the parameter ν in Burgers’ equation is made smaller, steeper fronts
form and the grid based on the initial condition is inadequate, so a message is issued:

sol = Block[{ν = 0.001},NDSolve[eq, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x, 0, 1}]]sol = Block[{ν = 0.001},NDSolve[eq, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x, 0, 1}]]sol = Block[{ν = 0.001},NDSolve[eq, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x, 0, 1}]]

NDSolve::eerr: Warning: Scaled local spatial error estimate of 526.706 at t = 1. in the
direction of independent variable x is much greater than prescribed error tolerance.
Grid spacing with 131 points may be too large to achieve the desired accuracy or
precision. A singularity may have formed or you may want to specify a smaller grid
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A method of lines framework in Mathematica 49

spacing using the MaxStepSize or MinPoints method options.

{{u→ InterpolatingFunction[{{0., 1.}, {0., 1.}}, <>]}}

From the scaled error, it is easy to determine a grid that should be fine enough by multiplying the
number of grid points by the mth root of the error estimate and a safety factor. Since the default
order m is 4, with a 5% factor this is

⌈
(1.05)(131)(526.706)1/4

⌉
= 659.

sol = Block[{ν = 0.001},sol = Block[{ν = 0.001},sol = Block[{ν = 0.001},
NDSolve[eq, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x, 0, 1},NDSolve[eq, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x, 0, 1},NDSolve[eq, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x, 0, 1},

Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",
"SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid", "MinPoints"→ 659}}]]"SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid", "MinPoints"→ 659}}]]"SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid", "MinPoints"→ 659}}]]

The solution generated by this command is shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4: The solution to (1) with boundary conditions (2) and ν = 0.001 computed using 659
spatial grid points. The steep front appearing from x = 0 arises from the time varying boundary
condition u(t, 0) = sin(2πt). The error is estimated to be less than 0.01 over the entire surface
based on comparison to a solution computed with 4 times as many spatial grid points and much
tighter tolerances for the time integration.

The options for methods in NDSolve (and in Mathematica more generally) are structured in a
nested way such that each method can be directly given appropriate options [10]. In general,
method options are given like

NDSolve[de, dependent variable, independent variables,NDSolve[de, dependent variable, independent variables,NDSolve[de, dependent variable, independent variables,
Method→ {method name,method options}]Method→ {method name,method options}]Method→ {method name,method options}]
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The method name for the method of lines is “MethodOfLines” and the method option is for
“SpatialDiscretization” where the “TensorProductGrid” discretization method is given its own
option of “MinPoints”, requiring that at least 659 points be used in the discretization.

Two cases that are particularly problematic for the grid selection process are constant or insuf-
ficiently smooth initial conditions. For constant initial conditions, the error in derivatives will
always be estimated as zero and the minimal grid spacing will be used, resulting in solutions that
may lack features that the real solution contains. With insufficiently smooth initial conditions, the
error estimate cannot be brought to tolerances, and the process is limited by a maximal number
of spatial points allowed and a warning message is issued. The maximal number can be specified
explicitly, but it defaults to 10000 spatial points to avoid wasting excessive time when this occurs.
A common instance of unintended nonsmoothness is where periodic boundary conditions are given,
but the derivatives of the initial condition do not match at the ends of the period.

Despite the potential difficulties with the grid selection process, it works for a reasonable class of
problems and has served well as a starting point for Mathematica users wanting to get a solution
for a PDE without having to analyze grid selection in detail.

A development not yet implemented in the Mathematica method of lines framework, but planned
for a future release, is an adaptive method of lines [19, 17] where the spatial grid is automatically
adjusted during the time integration to meet the requirements of the solution approximation.

4 Boundary Conditions

The framework in NDSolve has been designed to work with boundary conditions in a general way.
This means that boundary conditions of Dirichlet type, Neumann type, mixed type, and with
nonlinearities are all handled automatically in essentially the same way.

Once a grid has been selected, unless the boundary conditions are periodic, it is necessary to
incorporate the boundary conditions into the formulation. The boundary conditions are discretized,
typically using one-sided derivative approximations, and used to replace the components of the
right hand side or residual function that correspond to the edges of the grid. When multiple
independent boundary conditions are given at an end of the domain, this may require including a
limited number of interior points as well.

NDSolve requires that boundary conditions only contain (if any) derivatives with respect to the
spatial independent variables, so a discretized boundary condition will be an algebraic condition.
If the system is to be solved as a system of DAEs, the component of the residual function corre-
sponding to the grid point for this boundary condition can simply be replaced with the algebraic
condition.

On the other hand, to solve as a system of ODEs, a time derivative is needed. A very general way
of obtaining this is to simply differentiate symbolically the discretized boundary condition with
respect to time. This will give an equation in terms of time derivatives of the dependent variables
at the edge of the grid and however many interior points are needed to compute the one-sided
derivative to the approximation order being used. Even if the boundary condition is nonlinear,
the result of the differentiation is linear in the time derivatives, so the equation can be solved
symbolically for the time derivative at the edge in terms of the dependent variables and its time
derivatives at the interior points. The time derivative at the interior points is known in terms of
the dependent variables from the discretization of the PDE.

The differentiation approach generally works quite well in practice but there are two possible prob-
lems. The first is that when the initial and boundary conditions do not match, the differentiated
boundary condition will track a condition that is inconsistent with the initial condition. When the
inconsistency is outside of specified tolerances, a warning message is issued. The second potential
problem is drift; since the algebraic condition is not being enforced explicitly, local errors in the
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Figure 5: The residual at the left and right boundaries for integration of Burgers’ equation (1) with
boundary conditions (2) at the time steps taken by the integrators. Each plot shows the residual
for integration done with the DAE solver where boundary conditions are algebraic (black) and for
integration with the ODE solver with differentiated boundary conditions (gray).

ODE solution may accumulate so that eventually the boundary condition is not satisfied to within
tolerances. The drift can be seen in the error at the time varying boundary condition shown in
figure 5. In most cases, however, this drift is not a significant issue.

5 Efficiency Considerations for time integration

Once the discretization of the PDE and the boundary conditions has been determined, the data
objects for the derivative approximations need to be combined with the symbolic representation of
the PDE to provide an efficient right hand side or residual function for evaluation. This is done by
wrapping a Mathematica Block command (a variable localizing construct) that sets each of the
variables in the symbolic representation to the vector representing its values on the grid. Typically
these are expressed in terms of the finite difference data object previously described. The objects
inlined in the local assignments have been evaluated so that the weights have been computed,
so weight computation need only be done once. Code for the adjustments to the components as
needed by the boundary conditions is added inside the Block expression. For the Burgers’ equation
example, the resulting Mathematica expression is (formatting added for clarity)

Function[{t,u},

Block[{u$32=NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction[Derivative[1],<>][u],

u$33=NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction[Derivative[2],<>][u]},

Block[{u$31=-u*u$32+0.01 u$33,u$36},

u$31[[1]]=6.28319*Cos[6.28319*t];

u$36={-22.,137.5,-366.667,550.,-550.}.u$31[[{106,107,108,109,110}]];

u$31[[-1]]=-0.00398142*u$36;

{u$31}

]

]

]

Since the PDE is ultimately represented as a Mathematica expression it, in effect, has the gen-
erality of Mathematica, including higher precision software arithmetic. Even though much of the
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construction of the expression is done with efficiency for double precision numbers, it is possible
to solve, albeit much more slowly, with higher precision.
For a general method of lines PDE discretization, it is not known before starting the time inte-
gration whether the problem is stiff. The default ODE integration method for Mathematica is
based on LSODA [7], a variant of LSODE [13] that switches automatically between Adams and
BDF methods. For some PDEs that have large imaginary eigenvalues in the Jacobian, the stability
of the BDF methods beyond order 2 is insufficient, so heuristics are used to detect this case at
the beginning of the integration and select a non-stiff/stiff pair of extrapolation methods that will
switch to an A-stable method if stiffness is detected. The DAE solver Mathematica uses is IDA
[8], an index one solver based on BDF methods.
Since it is not known ahead of time whether a Jacobian computation will be used or not, full
initialization of the computation is done only when a Jacobian value is first requested. For efficient
evaluation of the Jacobian either by symbolic means or by finite differences, it is essential to know
the nonzero pattern of the sparse matrix, and this is computed inexpensively at the end of the
discretization process from the stencils of the finite difference objects and the boundary condition
solutions. For the large systems that result from the discretization, symbolic derivatives can be
quite expensive, so the default is to use finite differences. For a discretization with approximation
order 4, the number of evaluations for computing the Jacobian can be reduced to as few as 5
independent of grid size when the sparse pattern is known. The Jacobians are returned to the
solvers as Mathematica SparseArray objects, so sparse solvers are automatically used for solving
the required linear systems.

Mathematica includes many different time integration methods that can be optionally selected,
including Adams and BDF multistep methods, explicit Runge Kutta methods of various orders,
implicit Runge Kutta methods of arbitrary order, extrapolation methods, splitting and composition
methods [23, 10]. Each of these methods has options that allow tuning most aspects, including
order or choice of implicit solver. Furthermore, a template mechanism is included in the framework
for “plugging in” and using any method, giving complete generality [10].

6 Examples

6.1 System of PDEs

Part of the strength of the method described here is that as long as the PDE is well posed as an
initial value problem, issues like nonlinearity, mixed type, or mixed type boundary conditions do
not necessarily make a problem any more difficult. An example of this is the following system of
PDEs [14].

pdes =

(
∂u(t,x)
∂t = (u(t, x)− 1)(−16(v(t, x)− 1)− 2t+ 16tx) + 10x

e4x +
∂((v(t,x)−1)

∂u(t,x)
∂x )

∂x
∂v(t,x)
∂t = x2 − 2t+ ∂u(t,x)

∂x + ∂2v(t,x)
∂x2 + 4u(t, x)− 10t

e4x − 4

)
;pdes =

(
∂u(t,x)
∂t = (u(t, x)− 1)(−16(v(t, x)− 1)− 2t+ 16tx) + 10x

e4x +
∂((v(t,x)−1)

∂u(t,x)
∂x )

∂x
∂v(t,x)
∂t = x2 − 2t+ ∂u(t,x)

∂x + ∂2v(t,x)
∂x2 + 4u(t, x)− 10t

e4x − 4

)
;pdes =

(
∂u(t,x)
∂t = (u(t, x)− 1)(−16(v(t, x)− 1)− 2t+ 16tx) + 10x

e4x +
∂((v(t,x)−1)

∂u(t,x)
∂x )

∂x
∂v(t,x)
∂t = x2 − 2t+ ∂u(t,x)

∂x + ∂2v(t,x)
∂x2 + 4u(t, x)− 10t

e4x − 4

)
;

with initial and boundary conditions

bc = {u(0, x) = 1, v(0, x) = 1, u(t, 0) = 1, v(t, 0) = 1,bc = {u(0, x) = 1, v(0, x) = 1, u(t, 0) = 1, v(t, 0) = 1,bc = {u(0, x) = 1, v(0, x) = 1, u(t, 0) = 1, v(t, 0) = 1,(
∂u(t,x)
∂x /.x→ 1

)
+ 3u(t, 1) = 3, 5

(
∂v(t,x)
∂x /.x→ 1

)
= e4(u(t, 1)− 1)

}
;

(
∂u(t,x)
∂x /.x→ 1

)
+ 3u(t, 1) = 3, 5

(
∂v(t,x)
∂x /.x→ 1

)
= e4(u(t, 1)− 1)

}
;

(
∂u(t,x)
∂x /.x→ 1

)
+ 3u(t, 1) = 3, 5

(
∂v(t,x)
∂x /.x→ 1

)
= e4(u(t, 1)− 1)

}
;

The nonlinear equation is of mixed parabolic-hyperbolic type and has nonlinear boundary condi-
tions some of which are a combination of Dirichlet and Neumann type [14]. In reality, the system
is quite easy to solve with the method of lines and Mathematica immediately comes up with an
answer giving:

ssol = NDSolve[{pdes, ibc}, {u, v}, {x, 0, 1}, {t, 0, 10}]ssol = NDSolve[{pdes, ibc}, {u, v}, {x, 0, 1}, {t, 0, 10}]ssol = NDSolve[{pdes, ibc}, {u, v}, {x, 0, 1}, {t, 0, 10}]
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Figure 6: Surface plot of the error for the two components, u and v for the system of PDEs shown
with red and blue respectively.

{{u→ InterpolatingFunction[{{0., 10.}, {0., 1.}}, <>],
v → InterpolatingFunction[{{0., 10.}, {0., 1.}}, <>]}}

The exact solution to the PDE is u(t, x) = 10txe−4x + 1, v(t, x) = tx2 + 1, and a plot of the error
of the two components is shown in figure 6.
One potential difficulty the method could have for this problem is that the initial conditions have
no variation, so the grid selection algorithm will just use the minimal number of points. However,
the default fourth order differences are accurate enough to resolve the solution features even on
this grid.

6.2 Nonlinear wave equation

In his book, “A New Kind of Science”, [20] Stephen Wolfram showed several PDEs that developed
complex solutions from simple Gaussian initial conditions. One of these is

weq =
{
∂2u(t,x)
∂t ∂t = ∂2u(t,x)

∂x ∂x +
(
1− u(t, x)2

) (
1 + 4u(t, x)2

)
,weq =

{
∂2u(t,x)
∂t ∂t = ∂2u(t,x)

∂x ∂x +
(
1− u(t, x)2

) (
1 + 4u(t, x)2

)
,weq =

{
∂2u(t,x)
∂t ∂t = ∂2u(t,x)

∂x ∂x +
(
1− u(t, x)2

) (
1 + 4u(t, x)2

)
,

u(0, x) = e−x
2

,
(
∂u(t,x)
∂t /.t→ 0

)
= 0
}

;u(0, x) = e−x
2

,
(
∂u(t,x)
∂t /.t→ 0

)
= 0
}

;u(0, x) = e−x
2

,
(
∂u(t,x)
∂t /.t→ 0

)
= 0
}

;

To model the evolution on an infinite domain it is easiest to use periodic boundary conditions and
evolve until the point at which the disturbance would wrap around. The equation is second order
in time, but the method automatically handles reduction to first order.

L = 10; sol = NDSolve[{weq, u[t,−L] == u[t, L]}, u, {t, 0, L}, {x,−L,L}];L = 10; sol = NDSolve[{weq, u[t,−L] == u[t, L]}, u, {t, 0, L}, {x,−L,L}];L = 10; sol = NDSolve[{weq, u[t,−L] == u[t, L]}, u, {t, 0, L}, {x,−L,L}];
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A warning message NDSolve::eerr (not shown) similar to the one shown above for Burgers’ equation
is issued. This happens because the solution has developed to be more complex than the initial
condition as can be seen from the plot of the solution shown in figure 7.
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Figure 7: Surface plot of the solution to the nonlinear wave equation on the compuational domain
[0, 10]× [−10, 10] generated by the command Plot3D[u[t, x]/.sol, {t, 0, L}, {x,−L,L}]Plot3D[u[t, x]/.sol, {t, 0, L}, {x,−L,L}]Plot3D[u[t, x]/.sol, {t, 0, L}, {x,−L,L}]

For this type of equation the pseudospectral approximation does extremely well in handling the
variation that develops. Giving method options to specify the grid spacing and the pseudospectral
approximation makes it possible to solve on a much bigger domain in a reasonable amount of time
(< 2.5 seconds on a 360 GHz machine).

L = 100;L = 100;L = 100;
Timing[sol1 = NDSolve[{weq, u[t,−L] == u[t, L]}, u, {t, 0, L}, {x,−L,L},Timing[sol1 = NDSolve[{weq, u[t,−L] == u[t, L]}, u, {t, 0, L}, {x,−L,L},Timing[sol1 = NDSolve[{weq, u[t,−L] == u[t, L]}, u, {t, 0, L}, {x,−L,L},

Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",
"SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid","SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid","SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid",

"MaxPoints"→ 400, "MinPoints"→ 400,"MaxPoints"→ 400, "MinPoints"→ 400,"MaxPoints"→ 400, "MinPoints"→ 400,
"DifferenceOrder"→ "Pseudospectral"}}]]"DifferenceOrder"→ "Pseudospectral"}}]]"DifferenceOrder"→ "Pseudospectral"}}]]

{2.438, {{u→ InterpolatingFunction[{{0., 100.}, {−100., 100.}}, <>]}}}

The speed of solution with the pseudospectral method along with interactive technology in Mathe-
matica version 6 makes it possible to have a demonstration where it is possible to modify equation
parameters interactively and see the plot change. A nonlinear wave equation explorer based on
this type of wave equation is freely available from the Wolfram Demonstrations Project [22].
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Figure 8: Density plot of the solution of the nonlinear wave equation computed using the
pseudospectral method.

6.3 SIAM 100 Challenge Problem #8, Heat Equation

“A square plate [-1,1]x[-1,1] is at temperature u = 0. At time t = 0 the temperature is increased
to u = 5 along one of the four sides while being held at u = 0 along the other three sides, and
then heat flows into the plate according to ut = ∆u, When does the temperature reach u = 1 at
the center of the plate.” [16]

While analytic methods prove to be the best way to get an extremely accurate solution to this
problem [1], the solver in Mathematica is capable of getting a 10 digit answer quite easily. The
simplest way to do this is to set up the final condition as an event that will stop the integration.

The equations along with initial and boundary conditions can be set up with

eq = D[u[t, x, y], t] == D[u[t, x, y], x, x] +D[u[t, x, y], y, y];eq = D[u[t, x, y], t] == D[u[t, x, y], x, x] +D[u[t, x, y], y, y];eq = D[u[t, x, y], t] == D[u[t, x, y], x, x] +D[u[t, x, y], y, y];
he = 5UnitStep[−(x+ 1)];he = 5UnitStep[−(x+ 1)];he = 5UnitStep[−(x+ 1)];
ic = u[0, x, y] == he;ic = u[0, x, y] == he;ic = u[0, x, y] == he;
bc = {u[t,−1, y]==5, u[t, 1, y] == 0, u[t, x,−1] == he, u[t, x, 1] == he};bc = {u[t,−1, y]==5, u[t, 1, y] == 0, u[t, x,−1] == he, u[t, x, 1] == he};bc = {u[t,−1, y]==5, u[t, 1, y] == 0, u[t, x,−1] == he, u[t, x, 1] == he};

Since the initial condition is discontinuous, the automatic grid selection mechanism will fail, so it
is best to specify a grid spacing.

Quiet[Block[{n = 25},hsol = NDSolve[{eq, ic,bc}, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x,−1, 1}, {y,−1, 1},Quiet[Block[{n = 25},hsol = NDSolve[{eq, ic,bc}, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x,−1, 1}, {y,−1, 1},Quiet[Block[{n = 25},hsol = NDSolve[{eq, ic,bc}, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x,−1, 1}, {y,−1, 1},
Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",

Method→ {"EventLocator",Method→ {"EventLocator",Method→ {"EventLocator",
"Event"→ u(t, 0, 0)− 1,"Event"→ u(t, 0, 0)− 1,"Event"→ u(t, 0, 0)− 1,
"EventAction" :→ Throw[end = t, "StopIntegration"]},"EventAction" :→ Throw[end = t, "StopIntegration"]},"EventAction" :→ Throw[end = t, "StopIntegration"]},

"SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid","SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid","SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid",
"MinPoints"→ {n, n}, "MaxPoints"→ {n, n}}}]]]"MinPoints"→ {n, n}, "MaxPoints"→ {n, n}}}]]]"MinPoints"→ {n, n}, "MaxPoints"→ {n, n}}}]]]

{{u→ InterpolatingFunction[{{0., 0.423975}, {−1., 1.}, {−1., 1.}}, <>]}}

Quiet is used to prevent the message from the error estimate on the discontinuous initial condi-
tion from being issued. The Method option of the “MethodOfLines” method controls the time
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Figure 9: The solution for the heat equation at t = 0.423975 and the time evolution of the heat at
the center of the plate.

integration method. In this case the “EventLocator” controller method is specified. The event
locator method calls the specified or default time integration method and evaluates the expression
specified by the “EventAction” option each time the event function (or possibly conditions) given
by the “Event” option is zero. In this case, the action is to set the symbol end to the event time
and throw an exception that will stop the integration. The end time that is set has an error of
about 0.00004, which is well within the default tolerances. Figure 9 shows the solution at this time
and the time evolution of the heat at the center point.

The default discretization and time integration would be adequate to get 10 digits correctly with
sufficient grid points and tolerances specified, but it is possible to do this more efficiently by
choosing different methods.

Quiet[Timing[Block[{n = 21},Quiet[Timing[Block[{n = 21},Quiet[Timing[Block[{n = 21},
hsol = NDSolve[{eq, ic,bc}, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x,−1, 1}, {y,−1, 1},hsol = NDSolve[{eq, ic,bc}, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x,−1, 1}, {y,−1, 1},hsol = NDSolve[{eq, ic,bc}, u, {t, 0, 1}, {x,−1, 1}, {y,−1, 1},

Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",
Method→ {"EventLocator",Method→ {"EventLocator",Method→ {"EventLocator",

"Event"→ u(t, 0, 0)− 1,"Event"→ u(t, 0, 0)− 1,"Event"→ u(t, 0, 0)− 1,
"EventAction" :→ Throw[end = t, "StopIntegration"],"EventAction" :→ Throw[end = t, "StopIntegration"],"EventAction" :→ Throw[end = t, "StopIntegration"],
Method→ "Extrapolation"},Method→ "Extrapolation"},Method→ "Extrapolation"},

"SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid","SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid","SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid",
"MinPoints"→ {n, n}, "MaxPoints"→ {n, n},"MinPoints"→ {n, n}, "MaxPoints"→ {n, n},"MinPoints"→ {n, n}, "MaxPoints"→ {n, n},
"DifferenceOrder"→ "Pseudospectral"}},"DifferenceOrder"→ "Pseudospectral"}},"DifferenceOrder"→ "Pseudospectral"}},

AccuracyGoal→ 13,PrecisionGoal→ 13,MaxStepFraction→ 1]];AccuracyGoal→ 13,PrecisionGoal→ 13,MaxStepFraction→ 1]];AccuracyGoal→ 13,PrecisionGoal→ 13,MaxStepFraction→ 1]];
InputForm[end]]]InputForm[end]]]InputForm[end]]]

{9.25, 0.4240113871013083}

This has an error of about 7 × 10−11. The pseudospectral method resolves the features so well
with so few points in part because of their high accuracy, but for this problem also because the
spacing for the grid is quadratic with the closest spacing right at the edges of the domain where the
discontinuity lies. The extrapolation method used has adaptive arbitrary order, so is very good for
the specifications given in the NDSolve AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal options, corresponding
to local absolute and relative local tolerances of 1 × 10−13 for the time integration. The second
argument of NDSolve, given by an empty list ({}) here specifies the solutions to return and the
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command above specifies that no solution be returned to save time and memory since the only
value desired in this case is the end time.

The framework also allows sufficient control to use particular discretizations if desired. For example,
to implement the discretization described in [1] that is used to extrapolate to get an accurate
estimate of the time, you could just define the following function

ucenter[T ,n ?OddQ,prec ?MachinePrecision]:=ucenter[T ,n ?OddQ,prec ?MachinePrecision]:=ucenter[T ,n ?OddQ,prec ?MachinePrecision]:=
Quiet[Block[{end, u, t,mid, h,dt, sol,wp},Quiet[Block[{end, u, t,mid, h,dt, sol,wp},Quiet[Block[{end, u, t,mid, h,dt, sol,wp},

mid = (n+ 1)/2;mid = (n+ 1)/2;mid = (n+ 1)/2;
h = 2/(n− 1);h = 2/(n− 1);h = 2/(n− 1);
dt = T/(Ceiling[4 ∗ T ] ∗ Ceiling[1/h∧2]);dt = T/(Ceiling[4 ∗ T ] ∗ Ceiling[1/h∧2]);dt = T/(Ceiling[4 ∗ T ] ∗ Ceiling[1/h∧2]);
sol = NDSolve[{eq, ic,bc}, u, {t, T, T}, {x,−1, 1}, {y,−1, 1},sol = NDSolve[{eq, ic,bc}, u, {t, T, T}, {x,−1, 1}, {y,−1, 1},sol = NDSolve[{eq, ic,bc}, u, {t, T, T}, {x,−1, 1}, {y,−1, 1},

Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",Method→ {"MethodOfLines",
Method→ {"FixedStep",Method→ {"FixedStep",Method→ {"FixedStep",

"StepSize"→ dt,"StepSize"→ dt,"StepSize"→ dt,
Method→ "ExplicitEuler"},Method→ "ExplicitEuler"},Method→ "ExplicitEuler"},

"SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid","SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid","SpatialDiscretization"→ {"TensorProductGrid",
"MinPoints"→ {n, n}, "MaxPoints"→ {n, n},"MinPoints"→ {n, n}, "MaxPoints"→ {n, n},"MinPoints"→ {n, n}, "MaxPoints"→ {n, n},
"DifferenceOrder"→ 2}},"DifferenceOrder"→ 2}},"DifferenceOrder"→ 2}},

MaxStepFraction→ 1,MaxStepFraction→ 1,MaxStepFraction→ 1,
WorkingPrecision→ prec];WorkingPrecision→ prec];WorkingPrecision→ prec];

First[u[T, 0, 0]/.sol]]]First[u[T, 0, 0]/.sol]]]First[u[T, 0, 0]/.sol]]]

where a fixed time step size of approximately h2
/

4 is chosen to satisfy the CFL stability require-
ment for the second order spatial differences. Something to note about this function is that it does
the computations using arithmetic with an arbitrary specified precision. For example, to compute
the value at the center at t = 0.424 with machine arithmetic, use:

Timing[ucenter[424/1000, 21]]Timing[ucenter[424/1000, 21]]Timing[ucenter[424/1000, 21]]

{0.047, 1.00267}

To compute using 50 digit software arithmetic, just specify 50 as the computation precision.

Timing[ucenter[424/1000, 21, 50]]Timing[ucenter[424/1000, 21, 50]]Timing[ucenter[424/1000, 21, 50]]

{0.812, 1.0026666479398445327653456532437765293447671249163}

The computation done with hardware arithmetic is, not surprisingly, over 20 times faster. However,
it would not be difficult to put together an adaptive precision root finding scheme using the
extrapolation techniques described in [1] with solutions computed with this function to get a high
precision result in a reasonable amount of time.

7 Summary

The flexibility of the symbolic approach taken for discretization along with the richness of the
Mathematica environment makes the framework for solving evolutionary PDEs within NDSolve
quite general. Though a solver developed for a specific equation will typically do better on that
equation, NDSolve does a good enough job in general for people not versed in the details of solving
differential equations to get a reasonable solution. The optional tunability of the framework makes
it useful as a platform for testing known discretization schemes as well as for prototyping different
methods.
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